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Disclaimer 

This product is for research use only and is not to be used for any other purposes, 
including, but not limited to, use in drugs, in vitro diagnostics, or use in humans. This 
document is confidential and is the property of property of Blacktrace Holdings Ltd. 
Dolomite Microfluidics is a part of Blacktrace Holdings Ltd. No attempt should be 
made to copy this document in any way without prior consent. © 2017 Blacktrace 
Holdings Ltd. All rights reserved.  

The document and its contents shall not be reproduced, disclosed, or used for any 
other purpose without written consent of Dolomite Microfluidics. Dolomite 
Microfluidics does not convey any license under its trademark, copyright, or 
common-law rights nor similar rights of any third parties by this document. 

Revisions and modifications of kit components and manuals will be performed as 
appropriate. The instructions within this document must be followed rigorously by 
qualified and trained personnel. Failure to adhere may result in damage to the 
product, injury to persons or damage to other property. Dolomite Microfluidics shall 
not be liable for any damages or expenses arising directly or indirectly from the use 
of this product (including parts or software). 

Dolomite Microfluidics makes no warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. 
This includes merchantability for this product, and the fitness of the product for any 
purpose.  

The µEncapsulator system is a trademark of Dolomite Microfluidics. All other brands 
and names mentioned within this document are the property of their respective 
owners. 
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1 Introduction 

Thank you for purchasing the μEncapsulator System from Dolomite Microfluidics. 
These instructions have been carefully prepared to guide the installer and end user 
through the installation and use of the μEncapsulator System. 

Before attempting to use this product, please read this manual thoroughly and follow 
the instructions carefully. In doing so you will ensure the safety of yourself and that 
of others around you, and you can look forward to your purchase giving you a long 
and satisfactory service. 

Please keep the manual easily accessible and in immediate vicinity of the system. 
Only suitably qualified and trained personnel should operate this system. 

The Dolomite Microfluidics μEncapsulator System is a complete system for high 
throughput encapsulation of individual cells into picolitre droplets. It is compact, 
flexible, modular and thereby allows for a number of different applications. The entire 
cell path (reservoir, chip junction and collection) can be maintained at a set 
temperature (typically at 4°C for cells) with the TCU-100 temperature control unit. 
Droplet production can be monitored with the High-Speed Camera and Microscope 
System. 

 

µEncapsulator System 
 

Orders from Instrument/Consumables Order 
Number 

US and Canada µEncapsulator System with Enhanced Control 
(110v, 60Hz, US) - Excludes Applications Pack 

3200554 

 High Speed Digital Microscope and Camera 3200531 

UK µEncapsulator System with Enhanced Control 
(230V, 50Hz, UK) - Excludes Applications Pack 

3200556 

 High Speed Digital Microscope and Camera 3200531 

Europe µEncapsulator System with Enhanced Control 
(230V, 50Hz, EU) - Excludes Applications Pack 

3200558 

 High Speed Digital Microscope and Camera 3200531 

Japan µEncapsulator System with Enhanced Control 
(100V, 50-60Hz, JP) - Excludes Applications Pack 

3200560 

 High Speed Digital Microscope and Camera 3200531 

Rest of the world µEncapsulator System with Enhanced Control 
(230V, 50Hz, UK) - Excludes Applications Pack 

3200556 

 High Speed Digital Microscope and Camera 3200531 

 Installation and Basic Training (supplement for 2 
days, on site RoW) 

3200571 
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µEncapsulator Chips 
 

Instrument/Consumables Order Number 

µEncapsulator 1 Sample Reservoir Chip (2x 100µl) Pack of 3 3200562 

µEncapsulator 1 - 2 Reagent Droplet Chip (50µm etch depth), 
fluorophilic, Pack of 3 

3200563 

µEncapsulator 1 - 2 Reagent Droplet Chip (50µm etch depth), 
hydrophilic, Pack of 3 

3200564 

µEncapsulator 1 - 2 Reagent Droplet Chip (30µm etch depth), 
fluorophilic, Pack of 3 

3200567 

µEncapsulator 1 - 2 Reagent Droplet Chip (30µm etch depth), 
hydrophilic, Pack of 3 

3200568 

µEncapsulator 1 - 2 Reagent Droplet Chip (15µm etch depth), 
hydrophilic, Pack of 3 

3200565 

µEncapsulator 1 - 2 Reagent Droplet Chip (15µm etch depth), 
fluorophilic, Pack of 3 

3200566 
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2 Safety – Read 

Before Use 

2.1 Cleaning 
The μEncapsulator system and associated parts must not be used with an 
autoclave. Please see section 7 Maintenance for maintenance instructions. 

 

2.2 Returning Equipment 
Equipment which has been contaminated with, or exposed to, body fluids, toxic 
chemicals or any other substance hazardous to health must be decontaminated 
before it is returned to Dolomite Microfluidics or its distributor. 

Contact support@blacktrace.com  for an RMA and decontamination form. 

 

2.3 Environmental Conditions 
For indoor use only. 

 
  

mailto:support@blacktrace.com
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3 Overview of 

the 

µEncapsulator 

System 

System Overview 
The Dolomite Microfluidics μEncapsulator System is designed to allow the 
encapsulation of individual cells in precisely-controlled, monodisperse water-in-oil 
picolitre droplets. 

The oil phase is generally FluoSurf, which is an inert, biocompatible blend of a 
fluorocarbon oil and a surfactant that stabilizes the droplets. FluoSurf 1 in HFE 7500 
is recommended for standard biochemistry, for live cells and cell culture, owing to the 
fluorocarbon oil having a high capacity to dissolve gasses. The μEncapsulator 
System includes pressure pumps (P-Pumps) which assist in delivering an extremely 
smooth flow and optimal droplet monodispersity.  

 

Features 
Highly monodisperse droplets are produced with precisely controlled pressure 
pumps. The hardware is controlled by the Flow Control Centre software. The flow 
sensors provide real time display of micro-scale flow rates and pressures. The 
μEncapsulator System has a temperature control unit (TCU) allowing for extremely 
accurate control of a fixed temperature from 1°C to 100°C, rapid temperature ramps 
or thermocycling. To encapsulate a sample, the user loads sample and reagent into 
the 100µl reservoirs, closes the module, and starts the program. The samples can 
also be pumped from the pump reservoirs through the flow sensors allowing precise 
flow control. Droplets generated on the μEncapsulator droplet chips offer the unique 
benefits of higher reagent throughput, long life and ease-of-use. The droplets are 
collected in an output reservoir at production speeds of 2-15 kHz or higher, 
depending on droplet size. 200µl of combined volume of reagent and sample 
containing 300,000 cells can be converted into 3 million droplets in 15 minutes. 

 

The µEncapsulator System (Figure 1) comprises: 

 
• Hardware (3 pressure pumps, 3 flow sensors, flow sensor displays, 

temperature control unit and high-speed digital microscope) 

• System controller 

• Control software (Flow Control Centre Advanced) 

• Accessories & consumables (chips, connectors, valves and tubing) 

• Reagents (emulsion oil) 

• Installation & training 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Flow sensor

P-pumps

Microscope
power supply

MicroscopeTCU
µEncapsulator

Figure 1 
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This manual is intended for use with the following individual module manuals:  

 
• Linear connector 4-way-user instructions 

• Mitos P-Pump range user manual 

• Mitos flow sensor user instructions 

• Meros High Speed Digital Microscope Manual 

• FCC User Guide 

 

µEncapsulator System Specification 
 

 

Encapsulation of 
cells, mRNA capture 
beads and/ or 
reaction mix 

 

Sample volumes are 
typically 100µl cell 
suspension + 100µl 
reagent mix/bead 
suspension 

 

Extremely 
monodisperse 
emulsion, typically 
CV <5%  

 

Pump pressure range 
is between 0 – 10bar 

 

Droplet diameter is 
typically 12 - 60 µm 
and 1 – 110 pL 

 

Droplet frequency is 
between 3.5 – 56 
kHz, flow rates 
achievable between 
70 nL and 5 ml/min 

 

Temperature control 
1 – 100 ˚C, rapid 
temperature ramps 

 

Chips are hydrophilic 
or fluorophilically 
coated allowing for 
water or oil-based 
carrier phases 

 

Wetted materials 
are Glass, FEP 
(tubing material), 
FKM seal. 
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4 Quick Start 

Guide 
1. Turn on the pressure supply 

2. Switch on the hardware (computer, P-Pumps, and 
microscope) 

3. Open the FCC software. 

4. Load oil with surfactant in the P-Pump for the oil line and 
oil in the P-Pump driving the two aqueous lines following the instructions in 
section 6 Using the μEncapsulator System. 

5. With the Linear Connector disconnected from the 
µEncapsulator, prime each of the reagent lines up to the 
ends of the tubing, following the instructions in section 
6. 

6. Load 100µl of each aqueous sample in each of the 
sample reservoirs (Figure 2) in the sample reservoir chip. 

7. Insert a μEncapsulator droplet chip (Figure 3) with the 
desired junction size into the μEncapsulator module. 

8. Close (Figure 5) all the valves before starting the pumps  

9. Connect the Linear Connector to the μEncapsulator 
(Figure 4) ensuring the correct orientation and connect 
the sample output tubing to the collection reservoir. 

10. The μEncapsulator system is now primed, correctly 
configured and ready to run. 

11. Suggested flow rates for a μEncapsulator run depend on 
the size of the chip and can be found in Table 1 below. 
Note, flow rates will likely differ when using hydrogels - 
contact support or use flow rates suggested in the 
respective application note. 

12. Start the pumps as described in section 6, by opening 
the cells valve (Figure 6) first and starting the cells pump 
with the respective flow rate. 

13. Repeat this step with the 2nd aqueous line, followed by 
the oil line. 

14. Before stopping the pumps, close the valves first, 
starting with the 2nd aqueous line, then the cells and 
lastly, the oil. Then click on the “Stop now” button in FCC 
to stop all the pumps at once. Note, this will also stop 
the TCU. 

15. After use, clean the chips following the instructions in 
section 7 Maintenance. The μEncapsulator droplet Chip 
should be stored in a clean zip lock bag. 

 

 

Table 1 

Size of droplet junction  Flow rate oil line Flow rate aqueous line 

15 µm 15 µl/min 3 µl/min 

30 µm 30 µl/min 5 µl/min 

50 µm 50 µl/min 7 µl/min 

 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 

Figure 6 

Figure 5 
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5 Set Up 

Installation of Flow Control Centre Software 
The μEncapsulator System can be controlled via the Flow Control Centre (FCC) 
software. The software is provided with the system. Updates are available to 
download from http://www.dolomite-
microfluidics.com/webshop/software_downloads  

To download this, you must register on the website, it only takes a few minutes and 
no credit card details are required. Click on “download file” and follow the on-
screen instructions. To install the licence key, save the licence key file under Mitos 
Flow Control Centre in your Program Files. Then go to help (Figure 7) in the FCC 
software and choose the Licence tab (Figure 7). A pop-up window will appear 
(Figure 7) allowing you to choose the licence key file from the location you saved it. 
After selecting the licence key file, click “load”. For general instructions on how to 
use this software, select ‘help’ as indicated in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7 

 

 
  

 
NOTICE:   Flow Control Centre Software is only compatible with Windows 7. 

 

NOTICE: Please note that versions of FCC earlier than 3.1.44 are not compatible 
with the microscope. 

http://www.dolomite-microfluidics.com/webshop/software_downloads
http://www.dolomite-microfluidics.com/webshop/software_downloads
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Hardware Installation 

Location of the System 

Modules should be located on a flat and clean surface. 
Avoid placing near air conditioning vents. Avoid having 
shelving above the system. An air filtered flow bench is not 
strictly necessary but will help avoid fibres getting into the 
system. When performing chemical reactions, the modules 
should be used with suitable air extraction.   

Arrangement of Modules within the 
System 

The μEncapsulator System may be set up in different ways, 
as the exact arrangement is not critical to the system. 
However, for practical reasons we suggest placing the 
microscope between the computer and the pumps. The 
μEncapsulator module can be mounted on top of the TCU 
and placed under the microscope (Figure 8). 

Considerations when working with microfluidic systems 
• All liquids used with your system, including cleaning solutions, must but 

filtered. We suggest using 0.2µm syringe filters. 

• Powder free gloves should be worn at all times when handling any part of 
the system. 

• Only lint-free cloths should be used to clean benching, equipment and chips. 

• Air supply, whether site-wide, from a compressor or gas cylinder, should go 
through a dust filter before reaching the pumps. 

 

Installation of the Communication 
Connections 

To enable the use of the pumps and the microscope with 
FCC, the modules must be connected to the PC via USB 
cables. The pumps are indirectly connected to the PC via 
a USB hub (Figure 9) which combines all USB pump 
connections. The microscope is directly connected to a 
USB 3 Port on the PC to enable taking videos at a high 
frame rate. 

Connecting the pumps to the compressor 

To connect the pumps to the pneumatic supply, use a blue 
pneumatic cable (included) to link the compressed air 
supply to the Mitos P-Pump. Pneumatic tubing lines can 
be connected via T-pieces (Figure 10) to make 
connections for the 3 pumps (Figure 11). To disconnect the 
pneumatic supply, turn off the compressed air supply, 
empty the compressor and push the release fitting on the 
P-Pump to release. 

Figure 8 

Figure 9 

Figure 10 
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6 Using the 

μEncapsulator 

System 

 

 

 
  

 
NOTICE:  For all liquid connections, the tubing must be flush with the ferrule. 

On a 4-way linear connector, the tubing must be flush with the gasket. 

 
NOTICE:  For clarity, photographs show users without gloves. However, in 
normal use, powder-free gloves must be worn when handling any system 
components. 

 

Failure to do this may result in blocked chips. 

Figure 11 
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6.1 Preparing the Tubing 
 

Figure 12 provides an overview of the tubing connections for the μEncapsulator 
system and provides an overview of the droplet junction in the μEncapsulator droplet 
chip. A detailed description on how to make the connections is given the sections 
below. 

 

 

Connecting the oil, cell and 2nd aqueous line to the linear 
connector  
4-way 

The oil, cell and 2nd aqueous line consists in 0.25mm 
(3200063) ID FEP tubing with the lengths recommended 
in Table 2Table 2. This tubing connects the pump 
chamber to the flow sensor and the flow sensor to the 
linear connector and is the same for all 3 lines. 

 

Table 2 

From Fitting type To Fitting type Length 
[cm] 

Tubing 

Pump Dip tube 
fitting 

Flow 
sensor 
converter 

End fitting (black 
nut + white 
ferrule) 

20 FEP 0.25 ID 

Flow 
sensor 
converter 

End fitting Flow 
sensor 

Integrated fitting 
(thin nut + ferrule) 

8 FEP 0.8 OD 

Flow 
sensor 

Integrated 
fitting (thin 
nut + ferrule) 

Flow 
sensor 
converter 

End fitting 8 FEP 0.8 OD 

Flow 
sensor 
converter 

End fitting 
(black nut + 
white ferrule) 

In-line 
valve 

End fitting 
(brown nut + blue 
ferrule) 

30 FEP 0.25 ID 

In-line 
valve 

End fitting 
(brown nut + 
blue ferrule) 

Linear 
connector 
4-way 

Blunt end 50 FEP 0.25 ID 

 
  

Oil

Cells

2nd Aqueous line

Droplet chip Sample reservoir chip

Figure 12 

Figure 13 
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1. Cut FEP 0.25 ID tubing using the tubing cutter 

(Figure 13) provided to connect the P-Pump 
reservoir to the flow sensor converter with the 
length recommended. Slide one side of the tubing 
through a dip tube fitting (3200143) (Figure 14) and 
the other side through an end fitting (black nut) and 
a ferrule (Figure 15) 

2. Take the 0.8 OD tubing connected to a green nut 
and ferrule and cut the tubing. Screw the fitting 
half-way into the white straight connector provided 
with the flow sensor converter. 

3. Screw the black end fitting from 0.25 ID tubing into 
the free end of the white straight connector and 
tighten until finger tight and the tubing is held 
securely in place (Figure 16). 

4. To connect the 0.25 ID tubing (thicker tubing) to the 
pump chamber slide tubing through the lid of the 
pump and screw on dip tube fitting. Ensure there is 
enough tubing to dip into the liquid in the vial or 
microcentrifuge tube in the pump reservoir.  

5. For connecting the flow sensor converter to the flow 
sensor, slide the 0.8 OD tubing through the thin 
fitting (nut + integrated ferrule, provided in package) 
and screw it into the flow sensor (Figure 18), making 
sure that the tubing sticks a few millimetres out of 
the ferrule (not flush with the ferrule, unlike other 
fittings). 

6. The line coming from the flow sensor is connected 
to a 2-way in-line valve (Figure 18) which is 
provided with end fittings and ferrules. For 
connecting the flow sensor converter to the tubing 
going to the valve follow steps 1 – 5. 

7. To connect 0.25 ID tubing to the valve, unscrew the 
fittings (brown) and the ferrules (blue) from the valve and push them onto 
the relevant piece of tubing (i.e. coming from the 
flow sensor converter or going to the linear 
connector). 

8. When connecting the lines to the linear connector, 
insert the tubing into the connector and through the 
brown gasket (Figure 19). Align the ends of the 
tubing flush with the gasket by pressing onto a flat 
surface and then lock the tubing down into the linear 
connector by pushing the tubing into the metallic 
tubing lock (Figure 20). Connect the tubing from 
each P-Pump to the Linear Connector in the correct 
orientation, from left to right: cells, oil, output and 2nd 
aqueous line. 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 14 

Figure 16 

Figure 20 

Figure 15 

Figure 19 

Figure 18 

Figure 17 
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Output tubing 

Connect a 25 cm piece of tubing to the linear connector to 
link the chip output to a collection tube. Insert the output 
tubing into the bell sitting on top of the tube holder in the 
μEncapsulator module (Figure 21).  

 
 

6.2 Solution Preparation 

Driving Fluids 

The driving fluid for the cell and 2nd aqueous line to be loaded 
in to the corresponding pumps is an immiscible fluid, such as 
HFE 7500 oil (without surfactant) can be used. The driving 
fluid will displace the aqueous samples from the sample 
reservoir chip, pumping them into the droplet chip. Load the 
third P-Pump with oil containing surfactant. Liquids may 
conveniently be loaded into the P-Pump chambers in 20 or 
30ml glass vials (e.g., a scintillation vial). A smaller volume of 
liquid may be loaded in a micro centrifuge tube, which can be 
placed in a vessel holder (3200017,Figure 22). 

 
  

 
NOTICE:   To avoid blockages in the chip: 

 

Solutions MUST be filtered. All liquids that will be used, including solvents must 
be filtered with 0.2 µm syringe filters prior to use. 

Figure 21 

Figure 22 
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Determine Suspension Medium Density 

Cells have a density greater than water, and will generally sediment out quickly on 
microfluidic scales, which can lead to poor flow of cells and clogging in microfluidic 
systems. This can be minimised by suspending cells at a neutral buoyancy, using 
density media (Table 3) that are generally used for density centrifugation. 

Table 3 

Target density g/ml % Optiprep (1.32 g/ml) % Percoll (1.13 g/ml) 

1.04 12.5% 30.8% 

1.05 15.6% 38.5% 

1.06 18.8% 46.2% 

1.07 21.9% 53.8% 

1.08 25.0% 61.5% 

1.09 28.1% 69.2% 

1.10 31.3% 76.9% 

 

Most cells have a density in the range of 1.05 – 1.09 g/ml. If the density of the cells of 
interest is not known, the required concentration of density medium to suspend the 
cells can be determined by centrifuging samples of the cells.  

 
1. Make up a 1ml suspension medium series (Table 4) in 1.5ml micro centrifuge 

tubes, with the density medium in the buffer or culture medium (e.g., TBS or 
DMEM) that will be used for the cell suspension medium. 

Table 4 

Reagent [µl] Desired density g/ml 

 1 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09 

Optiprep 0 156 188 219 250 281 

10x buffer 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Water 900 744 712 681 650 619 

 
2. Carefully layer 200 – 300µl of a suspension of cells on top of the suspension 

medium, taking care not to mix with the suspension medium. There needs 
to be enough cells to be able to see a pellet after centrifugation.  

3. Centrifuge the cells at 1,000g for 1 minute in a bench-top centrifuge. 
Carefully remove the centrifuge tubes, taking care not to disturb the content. 
Look at each of the tubes; at least the first tube should have a visible pellet. 
The desired density is the lowest density at which a pellet is not visible. 

4. At higher densities, it should be possible to see cells concentrated at the 
interface between the suspension medium and the overlay. A density at 
which cells ‘float out’ of the suspension medium is also not desirable, as then 
the cells can drag (and possible clog) on the top surface of the microfluidic 
channels and connections. 
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Determining the Concentration of Cells  

In the µEncapsulator system, thousands of single cells are sampled by isolating single 
cells in droplets. A limiting dilution is generally used to obtain single cells, and a 
common dilution is one cell per 10 droplets, which both minimises the number of cell 
‘doublets’, and maximises throughput (i.e., the number of productive droplets per 
time).  

If cells are planned to be captured with beads, this means that cells which are 
isolated in a droplet without a bead will not be sampled and are essentially invisible. 
In some applications, it is desired to capture a higher percentage of cells, or to 
increase throughput. This can be done by increasing the concentration of beads, so 
that e.g. 50% of droplets contain at least one bead. This will result in many droplets 
having two beads, which means the same cell gets sampled twice, but this is 
generally not harmful, as it does not result in confounding data. 

For instance, at 1 cell/10 droplets, and 1 bead/ 10 droplets, 10% of cells will be 
sampled, and ~1% of droplets will have one cell & one bead. This means that at a 
droplet rate of 3 kHz (3,000 droplets per second), about 30 single-cell libraries will 
be generated per second. Typical examples for cell concentrations for specific droplet 
sizes at a limiting dilution of 1 cell per 10 droplets is given in Table 5. 

 

Table 5 

µEncapsulator chip used (junction size in µm) 15 30 50 

droplet diameter [µm] 15 30 50 

droplet volume [pL] 1.77 14.14 65.45 

droplets/second [at standard flow rates for 
respective chip] 

56,600 11,800 2,546 

cells/µL [for 1 cell/10 droplets] 113,000 14,100 3060 

 

After forming a single cell suspension, the cells should be passed through a 40 µm 
cell strainer to remove any cell clumps or cell that are bigger. Afterwards count cells 
in a haemocytometer, and adjusted concentration as necessary according to Table 
5. 

 

6.3 Priming of the System 
At this point, the solutions have been prepared, the 
µEncapsulator system has been assembled and the 
tubing cut to length. Before connecting the linear 
connector to the droplet chip the tubing needs to be 
primed to remove the air or residues of prior liquid in the 
tubing.  

1. Insert oil with surfactant in the pump driving 
the oil line and oil without surfactant in the 
pumps driving the aqueous lines. Close the 
pump chamber and adjust tubing so it dips into 
the liquid. 

2. Set the target pressure of the P-Pump to 2000mbar for the first line (for 
example one of the driving fluids). This will pump the fluid at a high flow 
rate. 

3. When the fluid creates a small droplet at the end of the linear connector 
(demonstrated in Figure 23), stop the pump. The line has now been primed. 
Note that the emulsion oil will usually spread out onto the gasket and not 
round up like depicted. 

Figure 23 
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4. Repeat for the remaining two lines then blot the gasket of the linear 
connector with lint free tissue paper to remove any liquid. 

5. Close the valves of all 3 lines 

6.4 Loading the Sample 
The µEncapsulator module holds the sample reservoir chip and the µEncapsulator 
droplet chip. Start with loading the sample, followed by inserting the droplet chip and 
finish with closing the µEncapsulator by connecting the linear connector.  

1. Place the sample reservoir chip into the µEncapsulator module (Figure 24) 
with non-frosted side facing the bell covering the collection tube 

 

Figure 24 

 

2. Aspirate 100µl of sample into a standard pipette tip and place on sample 
loading slots (Figure 25) on the non-frosted side of the sample reservoir chip. 

3. Slowly pipette the fluid into the sample chip, avoiding introducing any air 
bubbles until you see fluid coming out the other end. Remove pipette tip 
making sure to place a finger on the reservoir chip to avoid lifting the 
reservoir chip.  

4. Remove any excess liquid on top of the sample reservoir using a lint free 
tissue. 

5. Insert the µEncapsulator droplet chip with the gasket facing up and towards 
the reservoir chip (Figure 26).  

 

 
6. Proceed with placing the linear connector onto the µEncapsulator module 

and tightening both screw firmly at the same time (Figure 27).  

7. Connect outlet tubing to the collection reservoir. 

  

Frosted side 
facing gasket

Slots for 
sample loading

Droplet chip holder
Bell covering 
collection tube

Figure 26 Figure 25 Figure 27 
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6.5 Running the µEncapsulator system 

 
  

 
NOTICE:    

How to load less than 100µl? 
1. Load sample as described before 

2. Fill up missing volume of the sample reservoir by pushing sample forward 
with driving fluid (typically fluorocarbon oil without surfactant) without 
introducing air bubbles. 

e.g.: If you load a sample of 30µl push forward with 70µl of oil. 

How to use more than 100µl sample? 
1. Load 100µl of sample as described before 

2. Place the rest of the sample directly into the P-pump chamber.  

3. Note - This will replace the driving oil and require you to prime the tubing 
with your sample.  

4. After the run is finished, clean the tubing with detergent followed by water, 
isopropanol and then air to remove any remaining biological material. 

 

 

 
NOTICE:    

The correct liquid class must be selected for each pump; 

All three pumps use oil with or without surfactant in Novec 7500, Select “Novec 
7500” 

If any other oils are used, select the most appropriate liquid class available. 

If replacing the driving oil for the two aqueous lines with sample to run more than 
100 µl set water as liquid class. 

For instruction on how to set the liquid class, go to section  6 Using the 
μEncapsulator System. 
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Make sure that the system is correctly primed (see section 
6.), the samples are loaded (see section 6) and all valves are 
closed (Figure 28) before starting the pumps.  

 
1. Start with opening the valve of the cells line. 

2. Start the cells pump by choosing flow and entering 
a target value (Figure 29, see Table 1 for target 
value) and pressing enter.  

3. Open the valve of the 2nd aqueous line and start respective pump. 

4. Finish with opening the valve of the oil line and 
starting the oil pump. 

5. Priming of the droplet chip will take a few seconds 
until you can see the desired droplets (Figure 30) 
being formed at the junction.  

6. End the run by closing the valves in the order 2nd 
aqueous sample, cells and then oil. Finish off by 
stopping all 3 pumps by pressing stop now. Note, 
this will also stop the TCU and is therefore not 
advised when using temperature sensitive 
methods, in this case stop each pump individually. 

 

6.6 Physical Microscope 
Adjustments 

Place the TCU with the µEncapsulator module mounted on 
top underneath the microscope and adjust height and light 
of microscope until the chip appears sharp in the FCC 
software on the computer screen. 

Coarse height adjustment Figure 31 

 
1. Whilst supporting the microscope, turn the lock 

knob anti-clockwise to loosen the Microscope. 
With the Droplet Monitor Software running, lower 
the microscope to the required height (almost 
sitting on top of the Chip Interface) so that it is 
roughly in focus (Figure 31).  

Fine Height Adjustment 

 
2. Moving either of the Fine Height Adjustment knobs 

will allow the Microscope to be raised or lowered 
with fine control to achieve a sharp focus (Figure 
32 

Magnification Adjustment 

 
3. Adjust the dial to the mark to change the 

magnification, 0.75 is the lowest magnification, 5 is 
the highest (Figure 33). 

 

 

 
  

Figure 28 

Figure 29 

Figure 30 

Figure 31 

Figure 32 

Figure 33 
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Light source Adjustment 

 
4. Adjust the dial to change the brightness at the light control stage (Figure 

34). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.7 Using the Flow Control Centre  

Name and fluid class of p-pumps 

If the pumps and camera have established proper 
connections to the computer, they should appear in the 
FCC software under “Devices” (Figure 35) or under 
“Protocols”. By going to “Devices” and selecting the 
setting tab (the “+” icon) of a pump the fluid source and 
pump name can be adjusted (Figure 36). For all 3 lines 
“Novec 7500” should be selected 

 

Figure 36 

 

Running the P-Pumps with the FCC 
software 

If the pumps and camera have established proper 
connections with the computer, they should appear in 
the FCC software under “Protocols” (Figure 37) or in a 
more advance panel under “Devices” (Figure 37).  

 
  

Figure 34 

Figure 35 

Figure 37 
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Microscope Settings 

Within FCC, click on the “Devices” tab to access microscope specific settings and 
functions (Image and Video, Figure 38). The settings tap will give access to 
parameters that will change the appearance and quality of the image that can be 
captured.  

Pop-Up 
5. Opens a screen where just the live image can be seen without clutter. 

Image 
6. Click to capture a single image. 

Video 
7. Click to capture video, time can be set between 1 

and 600 seconds. 

Open 
8. Open the default folder where images are stored. 

Change 
9. Change the default folder where images are 

stored. 

Settings 
10. Opens a new window, see Figure 39.   

Exposure Time 
11. This is the equivalent to shutter speed in a 

conventional camera. Click on "Exposure" slider 
and drag to obtain the desired exposure time 
setting. We suggest that you initially select the 
shortest possible 0.05ms (50µs). The images at 
the highest frame rates will be taken with the 
smallest exposure time and this is especially 
important when looking at droplets being 
produced in the order of kHz. Alternatively, select 
the tick box to automatically determine the 
exposure time 

Gain 
12. This is the equivalent to film speed in a 

conventional camera. This can be useful when 
lighting levels are low. Increasing the gain boosts 
the signal and hence appears brighter. However, 
it should only be necessary to adjust this setting 
if working under low light conditions or with high 
speed droplet production. Please note the 
increasing the gain will also increase noise levels 
causing the image to be less clear. 

Frame Rate 
13. This is the number of frames captured per second (FPS) during 

video capture. Increasing the FPS will slow down the apparent 
movement of the droplets. 

Gamma 
14. This setting increases contrast e.g. improves the definition. 

Image Flip 
15. Depending on the Droplet Imaging Software you are using, this allows the 

direction of the droplet flow to be oriented correctly. Our Droplet Monitor 
Software requires that the droplets are moving from left to right. 

ROI 
16. Click on the upper panel in Figure 40 and draw a box on the image window 

to select the ROI (region of interest). Reduce the ROI in order to increase 

Figure 38 

Figure 39 

Figure 40 
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frame rate. This is especially important when droplets being produced in the 
order of kHz. 

Re-set ROI 
17. Click to re-set the ROI to full size (Figure 40). 

 

7 Maintenance 

After using biological material, the chips require cleaning. This prevents fluid/ residue 
build-up which can degrade the coating of the droplet chip. Note, the coating has an 
expected lifespan of 2-3 months with good care. It is recommended to clean the chip 
with detergent, 100% isopropanol and air. The µEncapsulator chip must not be 
cleaned with alkalis or acids, as these can degrade the coating and the chip may no 
longer be able to make droplets. Clean, dry chips should be stored in a zip-lock bag 
to avoid ingress of particles into the channels. 

7.1 Cleaning the system and the µEncapsulator 
chip 

After using the system, it is essential to clean the system and the droplet chip, as 
otherwise the coating can be degraded, and the chip may then fail to make droplets.  

1. Remove all liquids from the P-Pumps and run them at up to 4 bar to empty 
the tubing’s from any remaining liquid. 

2. Rinse both sample reservoirs in the sample reservoir chip with 100μL of 
filtered detergent (e.g. 1% SDS). 

3. Remove liquid from sample reservoir. 

4. Add 30μL detergent to the reservoirs and close the uEncapsulator module 
with the linear connector. 

5. Run the pumps at up to 4 bar to flush detergent through the µEncapsulator 
chip for 1 min. 

6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 with first filtered water then filtered isopropanol and 
finally air (to remove any remaining liquid in the chips). 

7. Optional: dry the sample reservoir chip using a clean air supply (e.g. air gun), 
if available.  

8. Put all chips back into zip lock bags to keep away from dust and 
particulates.  

 

7.2 Cleaning the µEncapsulator chip using the 
µEncapsulator module 

 

Setting up the cleaning station 

Required materials are a one Linear Connector 4-way, about 40 cm of 1.6 x 
0.25mm FEP Tubing, fore End Fittings and Ferrules for 1.6mm Tubing and one 
Female to Female Luer Lock connector.  

1. Cut 4 equal pieces of 10 cm 1.6 x 0.25mm FEP Tubing 

2. Connect them to a 4-way linear connector 

3. Attach to the free ends of the tubing each an end fitting and a ferrule 

4. The female to female luer lock connector is attached the end fitting of the 
line that the cleaning reagent will be passed through (Figure 41) 
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Figure 41 

 

Cleaning the µEncapsulator chip 
1. Place both reservoir and droplet chips in the uEncapsulator module 

2. Fill both reservoirs of the reservoir chip with cleaning fluid (detergent, water 
or IPA) 

3. Close the uEncapsulator module with the cleaning station set up as 
described above (Figure 42) 

4. Place the female to female luer lock connector on the output channel or the 
channel that you would like to use for the cleaning the chip 

Tip! Make sure the female to female luer lock connector is very tight. 
5. Fill a 1ml luer lok syringe with 0.5-1ml of cleaning fluid and connect it to the 

female to female luer lock connector 

6. Gently push on the syringe’s plunger to inject fluid into the reservoir and 
droplet chips. You should eventually see fluid dripping out of the other three 
pieces of tubing. 

Tips! 
• It is useful to place the uEncapsulator under the microscope during the 

cleaning process for monitoring purposes 

• The aqueous channels on the droplet chip are much longer and 
narrower than the oil channel. This means that fluid will preferentially 
flow through the oil channel. To focus on cleaning the aqueous 
channels, replace the tubing connected to the oil channel with a Plug 
1.6mm (3000056) to block the channel. 

 

 

Figure 42 
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7.3 Cleaning the µEncapsulator chip using a 1 ml 
syringe 

Cleaning of the µEncapsulator chip with a 1ml syringe may be necessary if 
conventional cleaning methods are not enough to remove a blockage from inside a 
droplet chip. In this case applying a chip filled with either detergent or cream will put 
greater force onto the blockage and thereby increase the chances of removing the 
clog.  

1. Detergent or cream are loaded into a 1ml syringe 

2. The outlet of the syringe is aligned with one of the ports of the droplet chips 
(typically the outlet port) 

3. If the syringe gives great resistance when pushing the liquid inside the chip 
the ports are aligned correctly. Otherwise you will recognise the liquid or 
cream pushing out of the syringe but not entering the droplet chip. 

4. After using cream, flush with detergent or water to remove cream from the 
chip. 

 

7.4 Trouble Shooting of Blockages 
Microfluidic channels are vulnerable to dust and fibre in the environment. With care, 
they can be run in normal labs (i.e., which are not cleanrooms). The best way to avoid 
chip blockages is to filter all fluids before pumping them into the chip, and store chips 
in clean plastic bags immediately after use and wipe the system with 70% 
isopropanol before using it. 

 

Identifying the source of the blockage 

The following chapter will help you to identify and resolve blockages. The first step 
is to identify the location and source of the blockage. A blockage in the chip can easily 
be seen under the microscope. See the chapter about Blocked droplet chip on how to 
remove fibres from the droplet chip junction. If there is no flow through the droplet 
chip but the junction if free of fibres stop the pumps and disconnect the chip. Check 
the droplet chips ports (this is the part of the chip where the linear connector 
connects) under the microscope and check each port for fibres that might be stuck. If 
a blockage is identified clean the chip as described in Blocked droplet chip. If the ports 
are clean run each individual line in pressure and check if liquid is arriving at the linear 
connector. If one or multiple lines do not show liquid flow continue to chapter Blocked 
Tubing. If all 3 lines are flowing check that the tubing ends are aligned with the 
gasket linear connector. If the assembly is correct the last possible cause of a 
blockage is the outlet tubing. To resolve a blocked outlet simply replace with a new 
piece of tubing. 

 

Blocked droplet chip 

If a blockage at the droplet junction or in the chip port appear during a run there are 
several options on how to remove it. The easiest way is to do it while the system is 
still running with your sample, however not that this might not work if bigger particles 
block your chip. Below are several options described on how to remove a blockage 
from a chip. 

A. Repeatedly place a finger at the open end of the outlet tubing, thereby 
creating a pulse that might move the blockage. 

B. Change to pressure on one of the pumps and shortly increase to 5,000 mbar. 
Go back to original pressure, change to flow and enter required flow rate for 
droplet formation. If it didn’t work for this pump try with one of the other 
pumps. 
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C. Stop and start all 3 pumps, repeating this step a few times usually shift the 
position of the fibre until it eventually flows out of the junction and into the 
outlet. 

D. Place the chip in a sonication bath for 10 minutes to dislodge the blockage, 
and then flush the chip with a fluid. Repeat sonication for a longer time 
period if necessary. 

E. You can also use the cleaning station attached to the µEncapsulator module 
as described above. Note, it might be necessary to block off some of the lines 
with a Plug 1.6mm (3000056) to force liquid down the blocked channel. 

F. If none of the above steps dislodge the blockage clean the droplet chip with 
a 1 ml syringe as described above. 

 
 

Blocked Tubing 

Follow these steps if no fluid or only few is flowing through one or more of the inlets.  
1. Disconnect the linear connector 

2. Run the respective line at 4 bar 

3. Check if any of the fittings are leaking liquid (you should be able to see a 
puddle around the fitting) 

a. If yes, stop pump and tighten respective fitting 

b. If not, continue with steps below 

4. Reduce pressure to 1 bar 

5. Unscrew fitting by fitting while the pump is running starting from the pump 
and working towards the linear connector 

6. Check if liquid drips out of the fitting 

a. If yes, reconnect the fitting and unscrew the next one 

b. If not, replace the tubing and fitting going up the respective fitting 
as those are likely blocked by a fibre 

 

7.5 How to re-insert the gasket on the 
µEncapsulator Chip 

It is best not to remove the gasket from uEncapsulator droplet chips. However, if it is 
ever required to put it back on please follow the method described below. 

 
1. Pre-heat a hot plate to 100°C 

2. Place the two pillars of the gasket into the two slots on the droplet chip. 
Push the pillars down into the slots as much as possible without forcing. 

3. Place the chip with the gasket on the hot plate with the gasket facing away 
from the surface of the hot plate.  

4. Leave the chip for about 1 min on the hot plate until the gasket softens. 

 
NOTICE:   If the chip is damaged or scratched, and none of the above steps have 
been successful, if possible use a different junction chip, or contact 
support@blacktrace.com  for further assistance. 

 

mailto:support@blacktrace.com
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5. Press down on the chip with gasket using a flat surface such as a glass 
plate, until the gasket’s pillars are fully inserted into the slots and the gasket 
sits flat on the surface of the chip. 

8 Support 

The device warranty becomes void if any modification is carried out without Dolomite 
Microfluidics’s consent. Only personnel trained by Dolomite Microfluidics may carry 
out modifications or repair work.  

No wetted parts are subject to warranty; once the wetted components have been 
used, Dolomite Microfluidics no longer accepts responsibility for the performance.  

For the warranty on electronics and hardware, please refer to the relevant manual 
for a description of this.  

For any queries regarding the μEncapsulator system, please contact 
support@dolomite-microfluidics.com and we will be more than happy to assist you 

 

9 FAQ 

Q. In the microscope viewing window of the FCC software, all I can see is a white 
screen, what do I need to change? 

A. There are 3 settings that could cause the screen to appear white, you will need to 
adjust 1 or more of these to obtain the desired lighting level. 

The exposure is too highµµ, click on the auto button or manually select a lower value. 
The recommended starting value for exposure time is 0.05ms 

The light source is to bright, reduce the brightness adjustment knob. 

The gain is too high, select a lower value. 

 

Q. My image is too dark, and I can’t see droplets. What can I do? 

A. Increase the light to maximum and increase gain until image is bright enough. 

 

Q. I think there should be droplets, and everything seems fine, but I can only see a 
blur or lines at the junction. 

A. There are several possible causes. 

The droplets may actually be blurred. First, decrease the exposure time to the 
minimum (0.05ms), and adjust the image so you have a bright, focussed image.  

Check that the image is live (communication has not stopped) by moving the 
microscope state – the image should also move.  

If you can see what looks like jetting flow through the junction, decrease first the 
aqueous phase flow rates, and then the carrier phase until the jetting changes to 
‘dripping’. 

Check that you actually have flow going through the chip. If there is a blockage, check 
the chip, fittings and tubing until you find the blockage. 

 

Q. My droplets appear to be moving backwards, why is that? 

A: This is a stroboscopic effect due the number of Frames per Second and the Hz rate 
of the droplets being produced. You may have seen this before in a movie where the 
propeller of a plane appears to move backwards. You can change whether the 
droplets appear to move forwards, backwards or remain stationary by adjusting the 
Frames per Second. This will not affect the quality of the data. However, if you 

mailto:support@dolomite-microfluidics.com
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observe this after stopping P-Pumps the droplets might also move backwards 
because of backflow into the fluid lines. To avoid any backflow of fluids, ensure that 
all valves are closed before stopping the P-Pumps. 

 

Q. What is the capture efficiency of beads and cells? 

A: This is dependent on the concentration of the beads and cells you are using, but 
when using our advised concentrations, the capture efficiency is 1/20 for both beads 
and cells. Meaning that 1/400 droplets contains a bead and a cell. 

 

Q. Will my cells work with your systems? 

A: In most cases, yes, your cells will work with the system. Whether a cell is 
compatible or not is dependent on many things such as the size and fragility of the 
cells. Please contact our applications team for a detailed list of cells that have been 
trialled on the µEncapsulator system. 

 

Q. What size cells can be used in your systems? 

A: The droplet junction size of the chip dictates the size cells that can enter the 
system. We advise that cells are half the size of the junction, to avoid any sheering 
of cells and blockages. 

 

Q. Can I use a very small sample of cells? 

A: The µEncapsulator1 system allows the processing of samples of cells as small as 
100µL or less. 

 

Q. What concentration of cells/beads do I need to run the applications? 

A: Cells and beads are advised to be used at a concentration of 300 per µl. 

 

Q. Can we integrate your chip with our (3rd party) pumps? 

A: We don’t recommend it as there are typically integration problems and issues with 
inferior pumps. 

We will not be able to offer support for these types of systems. 

 

Q. Are the chips consumables? 

A: If taken care of using the cleaning protocol after every use, the chips can be used 
and reused many times. 
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